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是一个不适定反问题。新近提出的压缩感知(Compressive sensing, CS) 理论为




遥感图像 Pan-Sharpening 方法。论文的主要研究内容与成果如下： 
1.将基于非参数贝叶斯自适应字典稀疏表示方法运用于遥感图像融合，提出




BPFAC 和 BPFAI 的 Pan-Sharpening 模型。实验结果表明，本文提出的 BPFAC
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代替两者之间的灰度值保真项的 BPFACG 和 BPFAC_TVG 的融合模型。 




本文在 CS 框架下提出的基于非参数贝叶斯自适应字典的 Pan-Sharpening 模
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Abstract 
In recent years, As remote sensing images with both high spectral resolution and 
high spatial resolution are more and more useful for information acquisition of soil 
resources and ground environment, remote sensing technology has been more and 
more widely used in military reconnaissance, ground targets detection and 
classification, environmental protection, disaster monitoring and prediction. However, 
high-resolution optical sensors, such as IKONOS, QuickBird and GeoEye, can not 
obtain images with both high spatial resolution and high spectral resolution 
simultaneously due to physical constraints; but many of them carry a high spatial 
resolution panchromatic (PAN) sensor and a set of low resolution spectral sensors 
simultaneously. PAN image always has a high spatial resolution and a low spectral 
resolution; multispectral (MS) images have high spectral resolution and low spatial 
resolution. Pan-Sharpening is to extract spatial details from PAN image and fuse them 
into the MS images without spectral distortion. 
Due to the amount of observation data is less than the unknown desired data, 
Pan-Sharpening is an ill-posed inverse problem. Recently proposed compressed 
sensing(Compressive Sensing, CS) theory provides a good theoretical support to solve 
this ill-posed inverse problem of Pan-Sharpening. The CS theory denotes that 
compressible signal can be reconstructed under less data than that required by Nyquist 
sampling theory. In this paper, we propose comprehensive sparse prior 
Pan-Sharpening methods by use of Nonparametric Bayesian analysis theory and 
image sparse priors under the CS framework. The research contents of this paper are 
organized as follows: 
1. We first reconstruct the image patches with BPFA(Beta Process Factor Analysis) 
which is a kind of sparse representation method based on nonparametric Bayesian. 
Due to MS images are the same scene imaging over different wavelength spectrums, 
they have the similar spatial structure and different spectral information. We consider 
the similarities and differences and represent image patches in common sparse 
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and BPFAI Pan-Sharpening models. Experimental results demonstrate our proposed 
models have better fusion effects. 
2. Remote sensing images simultaneously satisfy two sparse characteristics, one is 
image-level sparsity and the other is patch-level sparsity. In this paper, we propose a 
general Pan-Sharpening framework which uses both image-level and patch-level 
sparse priors. We use (Total Variation, TV) as the image-level prior to restrict 
smoothness characteristics of the MS images and consider the two different kinds of  
sparse coefficients, then, propose BPFAC_TV and BPFAI_TV Pan-Sharpening 
models. 
3. As MS images and PAN image cover different spectral ranges, the linear relation- 
ship assumption between may not accurate. However, they have the same image 
structures. We propose BPFACG and BPFAC_TVG Pan-Sharpening models in which 
we use the high frequency parts of PAN image and MS image as the data fidelity 
term. 
4. For addressing the proposed models, we provide an optimization approach based on 
alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM). The optimization algorithm first 
obtains a primary estimation by different sparse prior, then combining the observed 
PAN image and MS images to update the primary estimation with least square data 
fitting. Finally, the primary estimation is the Pan-Sharpening result when the iteration 
ends. 
In this paper, we propose Pan-Sharpening models based on nonparametric 
Bayesian dictionary learning within the framework of CS. Compared to the traditional 
Pan-Sharpening methods and the previous CS-based Pan-Sharpening methods, our 
proposed models have the following contributions: 
1. Dictionaries used in our models are all learned on-line from the observed PAN 
image and low resolution MS images, it does not need high resolution images, which 
usually unavailable in practice, during the dictionary leaning process. 
2. Parameters, such as dictionary size, sparsity and noise variance, can be inferred 
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is set too small and Pan-Sharpening process, and it will result in the waste of storage 
and computing resources when the dictionary size is set too large. The sparsity of each 
image patch is always not the same, if we set a certain sparsity for each patch, it will 
reduce the performance of reconstruction. In addition, the noise variance estimation 
errors can also reduce the denoising performance. Parameters are determined 
adaptively in this paper and this seem to be more natural compared to other methods. 
3. Our proposed models consider the image-level sparsity and the other is patch-level 
sparsity together and use the high frequency parts of PAN image and MS images as 
the data fidelity term. So, they can obtain more spatial structure information from 
PAN image and avoid color distortion. 
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1m，波长范围为 0.45~0.90 m 的全色图像; QuickBird 卫星获取的全色图像空


































遥感图像的 Pan-Sharpening 过程如图 1.1 所示。  
 
 




压缩感知(Compressive sensing, CS)理论是由  E.Candes、J.Romberg、





























Pan-Sharpening 这一不适定反问题提供了很好的理论支撑。基于 CS 理论的








































1.2 遥感图像 Pan-Sharpening 技术的发展与研究现状 















色空间 IHS 变换融合，主成分分析(PCA)方法，Brovey 变换等。  
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